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Abstract—Modern web browsers constitute complex application platforms with a wide range of APIs and features. Critically, this includes a multitude of heterogeneous mechanisms that allow sites to store information that explicitly or implicitly alters client-side state or functionality. This behavior implicates any browser storage, cache, access control, and policy mechanism as a potential tracking vector. As demonstrated by prior work, tracking vectors can manifest through elaborate behaviors and exhibit varying characteristics that differ vastly across different browsing contexts. In this paper we develop CanITrack, an automated, mechanism-agnostic framework for testing browser features and uncovering novel tracking vectors. Our system is designed for facilitating browser vendors and researchers by streamlining the systematic testing of browser mechanisms. It accepts methods to read and write entries for a mechanism and calls these methods across different browsing contexts to determine any potential tracking vulnerabilities that the mechanism may expose. To demonstrate our system’s capabilities we test 21 browser mechanisms and uncover a slew of tracking vectors, including 13 that enable third-party tracking and two that bypass the isolation offered by private browsing modes. Importantly, we show how two separate mechanisms from Google’s highly-publicized and widely-discussed Privacy Sandbox initiative can be leveraged for tracking. Our experimental findings have resulted in 20 disclosure reports across seven major browsers, which have set remediation efforts in motion. Overall, our study highlights the complex and formidable challenge that browsers currently face when trying to balance the adoption of new features and protecting the privacy of their users, as well as the potential benefit of incorporating CanITrack into their internal testing pipeline.

I. INTRODUCTION

The privacy of online activities is a growing concern to an increasing number of users [9], with a recent survey finding that 80% of users are worried about online tracking [11]. In recent years trackers have pivoted away from cookies, to a variety of alternative techniques as a response to cookie-based tracking countermeasures. In turn, this has attracted increased scrutiny from the security community towards identifying new tracking vectors. At the same time, browsers have continued to evolve as complex application platforms by deploying new features and APIs that further complicate efforts towards restricting online tracking.

Even though new browser mechanisms offer novel functionality, they also increase the browser’s attack surface, introducing new flaws and opportunities for misuse. One particularly problematic class of flaws involves mechanisms that can be abused for re-identifying and tracking users. Researchers have already demonstrated novel tracking techniques that leverage browser mechanisms which at face value do not resemble tracking mechanisms, such as, HSTS policies [78] and favicon caches [74]. These studies have shown that any mechanism that stores some form of data in the browser or affects client-side policies is a potential tracking vector.

This observation has serious implications for browser vendors’ internal testing procedures, which may not include testing workflows for assessing this specific privacy risk. We argue that any client-side caching, storage, access-control, or policy mechanism should be thoroughly evaluated as a potential tracking vector prior to its public release. Moreover, once those mechanisms are actually deployed, security researchers may employ manual or ad hoc approaches that do not comprehensively test all pertinent aspects of a potential tracking vector’s capabilities. As manual testing cannot scale, such endeavors will be limited to a small number of browser versions, thus being unable to uncover longitudinal patterns of vulnerability evolution over time [54, 61, 62, 69].

In this paper we present CanITrack, an automated framework designed to streamline the testing of browser mechanisms and assessing whether they can be misused as a tracking vector. The modular design of CanITrack provides all the necessary components for orchestrating browsers and web servers, and exploring multiple dimensions of tracking functionality; this includes the effects of first-party (1P) and third-party (3P) navigation, testing the isolation offered by incognito mode, and the impact of browsing data being cleared. To achieve our design goal of a mechanism-agnostic framework, CanITrack interacts with basic write() and read() user-provided functions, for the mechanism being tested. These functions implement a mechanism-specific action that allows our system to write and read, respectively, one or more bits of information that are used for storing and reconstructing a tracking identifier. For instance, if the developer wishes to test the suitability of using the favicon cache as a tracking vector [74], the write() function would simply require requesting a unique favicon, while the read() function would infer the presence of that favicon based on whether it is fetched over the network or returned from the internal cache. CanITrack then invokes the user-provided methods to assess how access to the mechanism is limited in multiple first-party (1P) and third-party (3P)...
browsing contexts, within the top-level context and from any embedded iframes. It also determines if a partitioning key is associated with the mechanism and, if so, infers the key’s composition. Our system additionally develops redirection chains and evaluates methods for extending access to the mechanism from a single page, and also orchestrates a web server that can be used to host resources on multiple paths, ports, and domains. CanITrack manages the experimental pipeline using fresh browser instances for each experiment, which are controlled by simulating user interactions, and ensures that its results are consistent with end-user experience.

To experimentally evaluate CanITrack, we implement the necessary \texttt{write()} and \texttt{read()} functions for 21 browser mechanisms, including four mechanisms for which we provide the first exploration of their utility as a tracking vector. We then conduct a comprehensive evaluation of these mechanisms across a total of 126 versions of seven major browsers (i.e., Brave, Chrome, Edge, Firefox, Safari, Opera, and Tor) across a two-year period and find that all are vulnerable to at least one new tracking technique in their latest version. Crucially, we demonstrate how two mechanisms from Google’s widely-discussed Privacy Sandbox initiative can be used for third-party tracking. Surprisingly, CanITrack also revealed a new behavior of the favicon cache in the latest versions of Chrome and Safari, which we leverage for demonstrating a novel history-sniffing attack. Overall, our experiments highlight that our framework streamlines the comprehensive and systematic testing of browser mechanisms as potential tracking vectors while requiring minimal effort from intended users.

In summary, we make the following research contributions:

- We develop CanITrack, a novel framework that streamlines the comprehensive testing of browser mechanisms as potential tracking vectors.
- We experimentally evaluate our system on 21 browser mechanisms, including four previously-untested mechanisms (two are from Google’s Privacy Sandbox), and demonstrate their suitability as tracking vectors across different deployment scenarios and different browser versions.
- Due to the severe privacy implications of our research, we have disclosed our findings to all affected browsers to enable remediation.
- To ensure reproducibility, we are making the source code of CanITrack as well as example implementations of the mechanisms evaluated in our experiments available [34].

II. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we first briefly outline the tracking behaviors and threat model that have guided the design of CanITrack. We then detail our framework’s design and implementation.

**First-party (1P) and Third-party (3P) Context.** We consider the domain that a user visits to be the first-party (1P) entity, and any access to a browser mechanism made by the 1P entity or its subdomains as 1P access. On the other hand, we refer to any embedded elements (e.g., iframes) served from a different domain, or a different domain that the user visits in the future, as a third-party (3P) entity, and consider access to the browser mechanism made by these entities as 3P access.

**Differentiating Tracking from Legitimate Access.** Browser mechanisms may save and reuse state across browsing sessions for various purposes. While certain tracking behaviors (e.g., in 3P contexts) can be straightforwardly assessed as privacy-invasive, other scenarios may be more ambiguous. In our work we consider a capability to be privacy-invasive (i.e., suitable for tracking) based on two factors:

- **Intended Use.** While mechanisms like cookies, local storage, and indexedDB have been designed to store useful 1P information, their misuse in cross-origin contexts can result in privacy-invasive tracking behaviors. This scenario encompasses what we refer to as 3P tracking in the remainder of the paper.
- **Bypassing Existing Protections.** We consider the ability to re-identify users visiting from a private browsing mode session or after having cleared their browsing data to be a privacy-invasive tracking capability. This scenario encompasses what we refer to as 1P tracking in the remainder of the paper.

**Threat Model.** We assume that when a user visits a website the tested browser mechanism is used to store a unique 32-bit identifier in that browser instance. This identifier is then read back in future browsing sessions from the same browser instance. The attacker misusing the browser mechanism can be the visited website itself, or any included 3P entity (e.g., through the use of an iframe).

Figure 1 shows the major components of our framework, which we detail below. Given methods to interact with a browser mechanism, CanITrack curates contexts for various experimental scenarios under its test suite and handles the entire process for automating the testing pipeline. In a nutshell, a browser runner simulates user interactions within various browsing contexts, and generates page visits which execute the write and read methods for the browser mechanism within local browser instances. Following each experiment, the web server collects results in a database. Finally, these results are automatically gathered, analyzed, and filtered, before generating a vulnerability report for the mechanism.

**1 Browser Mechanism:** CanITrack’s inputs are JavaScript methods for interacting with browser mechanisms. These methods are formatted in such a way that CanITrack’s client-side testing functions can independently store information (\texttt{write()}) and access existing information (\texttt{read()}) from the browser. While certain types of data can be directly accessed (e.g., data stored in local storage), other types of data can only be indirectly accessed (e.g., data fetched from a cache) or inferred based on the outcome of an action (e.g., the result of a client-side security policy being enforced by the browser). Using the framework for a new mechanism requires implementing the following two functions that will be called from within a client-side browser environment. Listing 1 provides example input methods that interact with a site’s cookies.

1) \texttt{Write()}: A method that accepts a string \texttt{identifier} as input and translates that into a mechanism-specific action (or series of actions) that stores the input into the browser.
2) \texttt{Read()}: A method that implements a mechanism-specific action (or series of actions) that retrieves the
Websites may access browser mechanisms in legitimate, 1P contexts. The nuances of 1P accesses vary depending on the browser mechanism and the browser in question. While, conceptually, 1P access may not seem like a major privacy risk, implementation flaws that result in stored identifiers not being correctly purged, or websites being able to cross the isolation of private browsing [74], highlight the necessity of this dimension of our testing pipeline. CanITrack includes three 1P tracking tests that are applied to all browser mechanisms.

Additionally, the potential for 1P tracking indicates that the browser mechanism can further be exploited by colluding trackers adopting methods like redirection chains [2, 40] and cross-site leaks [58]. CanITrack evaluates three aspects of data access in 1P tracking, described below.

Can sites track in 1P top-level contexts? Data written by the browser mechanism can be read on subsequent visits to the same domain. CanITrack visits a website, siteA.com, and calls the write() method. On a subsequent visit to siteA.com, it calls the read() method, and observes if the same identifier can be accessed again.

Can sites track in 1P iframes? CanITrack checks if stored data can be read from 1P iframes, and is not restricted to the top-level browsing context (e.g., the favicon cache cannot be accessed from within an embedded iframe).

CanITrack visits a website, siteA.com, and calls the write() method. On a subsequent visit to siteA.com with an embedded 1P iframe (siteA.com), it calls the read() method from the iframe, and observes if the same identifier can be accessed again.

Can sites track across 1P subdomains? Websites that provide different services on different subdomains can have extended access to stored data that was added by different subdomains under the same top-level site. While we focus on tracking, recent work has explored security-related mechanisms within such a context [76]. CanITrack visits a subdomain, sd1.siteA.com, and calls the write() method. On a subsequent visit to a different subdomain, sd2.siteA.com, it calls the read() method, and observes if the same identifier can be accessed again.

1P Tracking. Certain browser mechanisms provide a process for locally storing data on the client side based on previously observed requests. This data is typically associated with the specific domain that set it, and can usually be accessed by the domain itself in 1P contexts.
3P Tracking. If data stored in the browser can be read or inferred by 3P domains (i.e., from a different origin than the one that set the data), then the mechanism can allow websites to track users across services. CanITrack evaluates three aspects of data access in 3P contexts.

Can sites track across 3P origins? If the browser mechanism is not partitioned and its stored data is globally accessible from all websites, it creates a significant privacy threat as it can potentially leak sensitive data, including information about the user’s browsing history. CanITrack visits a website, siteA.com, and calls the write() method. On a subsequent visit to a different website, siteB.com, it calls the read() method, and observes if the same identifier can be accessed again.

Can sites track while embedded in different 3P contexts? Browsers that partition stored data with a single key may limit access to the domain of the frame that added the entry. Without this protection, a site can read the same data entries while embedded across different 3P origins. For instance, assume that a browser visits shopping.com, which includes ad.com in an iframe. If ad.com adds data using the browser mechanism during this visit, the entry is keyed to ad.com. Thereafter, on a visit to a different site, say news.com which serves an ad from ad.com in an iframe, the embedded 3P, ad.com, can access the data it had stored during the browser’s previous visit to shopping.com and identify the user. This allows the advertiser to track a user across websites.

Can sites track from different 3P iframes in the same top-level context? Browsers that partition stored data with a single key may limit access to the domain of the top-level context. Such partitioning allows embedded 3P entities within the same site to share access to the entries of a browser mechanism. An example of a privacy-invasive attack in such a scenario would be as follows: say a browser visits news.com which serves an ad from ad1.com in an iframe. If ad1.com adds some entries using a browser mechanism during this visit, those entries are keyed to news.com. On a subsequent visit to news.com, a different ad in a different iframe from a different site ad2.com can read back the same entries that had been added by ad1.com and identify the user. This allows multiple advertisers to collude and track users, similar to cookie syncing [3, 36].

Partitioning key. Once vendors recognized the use of certain mechanisms as tracking vectors, browsers deployed mitigations by keying each resource entry to the context within which it was accessed. In addition to 1P and 3P tests, CanITrack includes additional tests that help determine both, the number of elements added to each browser mechanism’s partitioning key, as well as the domain level (i.e., site (eTLD+1), subdomain, or port) of each element considered while constructing the partitioning key. These tests help determine the extent to which each mechanism provides tracking capabilities, and the limits of tracking use that each browser permits.

Redirection chains. Mechanisms that are limited to 1P access may not be directly available within 3P contexts. As a method to circumvent such restrictions, sites can redirect browsers through multiple domains, each of which accesses data in a 1P context before moving on to the next domain in the redirection chain. This way sites can access data for 3P tracking even when such entries are only available in 1P contexts.

Despite prior research [59] showing the use of redirections as a popular tracking vector, browser vendors vary in their mitigation strategies; while Safari attempts to block cross-site redirections [4], Google Chrome does not consider the vector to be a privacy-relevant issue. Regardless, past disclosures of tracking vulnerabilities that used redirection chains have demonstrated their practicality for tracking without significantly impacting the end-user’s browsing experience [74].

CanITrack traverses the redirection chain by updating the value of window.location on the client-side. It considers the minimum tests required to write and read a 32-bit identifier. These redirection chains can be traversed as both top-level redirections (i.e., navigating users through multiple domains) and frame redirections (i.e., only redirecting embedded iframes while the user accesses content on the top-level frame).

Private browsing mode. Browsers offer their users the option of accessing domains in a private browsing mode (i.e., incognito mode), intended for ensuring the user’s privacy during that browsing session. This session is partitioned from normal browser storage and uses separate storage spaces whose lifetime is limited to that specific session. Data stored during regular browsing sessions is typically (but not always [74]) inaccessible within private browsing sessions, and data stored during the private browsing session is intended to be purged once the session ends [18]. If browsers omit clearing access to stored data before/after the use of private mode, or do not correctly isolate the use of stored policies [78], trackers may be able to correlate the activity of a private-mode browsing session with a regular session, thereby impacting users’ privacy. CanITrack includes tests for detecting the leakage of stored data or use of client-side policies from, to, and within private browsing mode sessions.

Clear browser data. Regardless of the scope and use of a browser mechanism, browsers are expected to respect user decisions, especially when a user explicitly requests that stored browsing data be cleared. While browsers may allow such requests from extensions via browsing data APIs [16, 19], from developer tools [5], and even from websites themselves using a Clear-Site-Data header in their HTTP response [21], they place special emphasis on such requests being received via the user interface. For instance, the Private State Token API [45] mechanism checks if the request to clear tokens has been received from a user. However, it does not clear tokens even if the domain that issued them were to send a Clear-Site-Data HTTP header in subsequent responses [8].

CanTrack uses PyAutoGUI [33] to simulate user interaction. For instance, while testing against Chromium-based browsers, it “presses” Ctrl+Shift+Del to open the “Clear Browsing Data” menu. CanTrack first calls the write() method on one visit, clears the browser data, and then calls the read() method on a subsequent visit. It, therefore, tests if identifiers written by a browser mechanism can be read even after a user explicitly clears their browsing data.

Context Creation: CanITrack’s Context Creation component curates information relevant to the browsing context required for each experiment under the tests described above. It uses available configuration information as input, which
includes details about the browser vendor, domains hosted by the web server, and information available about the browser mechanism. Next, we detail the different aspects that are considered while defining each context.

**Embedded frames.** The tests for 1P tracking, 3P tracking, Partitioning key, and Redirection chains, each include experiments involving embedded iframes. The context creation phase first determines the domains required for both the top-level context and iframe for each experiment (i.e., the 1P or 3P site, subdomain, or port).

**Per-context domain list.** In addition to determining domains for frames, certain mechanisms require a list of domains to access resources and to send network requests. CanITrack ensures that the list of domains that receive such requests remain consistent while writing and reading the identifier, and these domains vary between tests for 1P and 3P tracking. Moreover, the Context Creation phase creates an additional list for redirection chains, which comprises a curated list of domains to traverse.

**Network configuration and HTTP headers.** CanITrack handles both, 1P and 3P requests by including a default header set that responds to cross-origin requests. It also listens to requests made on multiple domains and ports, which can be incorporated into tests for numerous browser mechanisms as-is. Nonetheless, if the existing defaults do not suffice, our framework offers flexibility for such accommodations. Network configuration changes may include handling server-side requests, serving hosted files, customizing headers for each request, and even setting up a parallel server on a different port on the web server.

**Command-line Flags.** One of CanITrack’s most useful features is its ability to test experimental browser mechanisms accessible in browsers through specific command-line flags. For any such browser mechanism, the Context Creation phase accepts and includes these flags, to be later read by the Browser Runner before starting browser instances for relevant tests. In our experiments (§ IV) we use command-line flags to evaluate mechanisms within Google’s Privacy Sandbox, as well as older browser versions that do not support Alt-Svc-based protocol updates to HTTP/3 requests by default.

4 **Test Configuration:** The Test Configuration component interprets details about the context of each experiment and feeds them into existing scripts that perform evaluations for each test. The test scripts broadly comprise two parts; first, the server-side scripts handle the creation of the HTML body for each experiment, which includes embedding and serving iframes, and setting any global variables needed by the client-side scripts. Second, the client-side scripts call the mechanism’s abstracted `write()` and `read()` methods, and perform redirections if needed. The results from each invocation of the `write()` and `read()` methods are returned to the web server.

5 **Web Server:** The server accepts requests for multiple domains and on multiple ports, and hosts all the logic and scripts relevant to communicating with the Browser Mechanism, the Test Configuration, and the Tracking Results DB.

**Browser Mechanism.** The Web Server makes the client-side scripts that include the `write()` and `read()` methods for the browser mechanism available when invoked by the Test Configuration scripts. In addition, it hosts resources and files, along with the logic provided by the mechanism to handle any network requests.

**Test Configuration.** The Web Server accepts network requests on behalf of the test scripts, and also makes the context of the request available for assisting test scripts.

6 **Tracking Results DB.** The Test Configuration’s client-side scripts send the results of each experiment back to the Web Server, which parses them, and adds them to the Tracking Results DB.

7 **Browser Evaluation:** The Browser Evaluation phase is primarily handled by a script, the Browser Runner, that interprets the configuration information, executes fresh browser instances, and creates new and appropriate contexts for each experiment. Prior to each experiment the runner makes sure that the browser has been completely closed and its state has been cleared, ensuring that each experiment is executed fresh and the operations performed in one experiment do not affect another. The Browser Runner then opens a new browser instance with any command-line flags specified. It opens a new window within a regular or private session, depending on the context of each experiment, before visiting different links to first `write` and then to `read` an identifier. The test scripts running within each visit send the results of these operations to the server using network requests. If an experiment requires clearing browsing data between writing and reading an identi-

Listing 2: Example vulnerability report for the CORS Preflight Cache on Chrome v100.
fier, the Browser Runner module executes a PyAutoGUI [33] script to simulate keyboard and mouse events that perform this operation. At the end of each experiment the Browser Runner closes the browser instance, and repeats the process for the next experiment.

7 Vulnerability Analysis: The Tracking Results DB contains fine-grained entries that include configuration information for the mechanisms, the browser configuration for each operation, and the domains and frames used within each experiment, in addition to the absolute values of the 32-bit identifier that were written in each context and the values that were retrieved from local data, as a result of the write and read operations.

Once the Browser Evaluation has been completed for all tests, an analysis script parses the individual entries from the Tracking Results DB. It creates a list of successful read operations (i.e., where the read operations were able to reconstruct the identifier), and separates them from unsuccessful experiments, while taking the context of each experiment into consideration. The script compiles the results of these experiments into a simple, computer- and human-readable report, indicating the scenarios within which the browser mechanism can be used as a tracking vector. Listing 2 provides an example of our framework’s output.

CanITrack can be used to test a wide range of new and existing browser mechanisms. The initial effort required to create relevant read() and write() methods will vary depending on the mechanism being tested. To provide a more concrete workload assessment, we describe an example implementation in the Appendix. Our open source repository also includes implementations of the 21 browser mechanisms that we evaluated, which we present in the following sections.

III. EXPLORING BROWSER MECHANISMS

In this section we provide additional details about the browser mechanisms that we explore in our experimental evaluation. We gathered 21 browser mechanisms that were included based on three factors: first, we ensured that they were supported by at least one major browser vendor. Second, websites under our control could interact with entries in the mechanism by altering the DOM, calling a client-side Web API, or using HTTP response headers. Third, the entries in the mechanism persisted across subsequent visits to the same domain within the same browser instance. In addition to the read() and write() methods, the mechanisms that we evaluated comprised a diverse set of requirements, which needed both, server- and client-side setup, an overview of which is shown in Table I. We provide details about their individual read and write actions in Table VII in the Appendix. In the remainder of this section, we focus on the four mechanisms that have not been studied by prior work – Private State Token API, FLEDGE API, CORS Preflight Cache, and Client Hint Headers.

Google Privacy Sandbox. Google recently announced their plans to mitigate 3P cookie-based tracking and to experiment with and release a slew of different technologies (all part of their Privacy Sandbox initiative [25]) that aim to offer more privacy-preserving alternatives for numerous aspects of the web ecosystem, including online advertising and ad bidding (currently planned for late 2023 [17]). Given

```javascript
write (uniqueID, domainList) {
  for (let i = 0; i < domainList.length; i++) {
    if(uniqueID[i] == '1') {
      fetch('https://${domainList[i]}/tokens',
        {method: "POST",
         trustToken: {
           type: "token-request",
        }})
    }
  }
}
read (domainList) {
  let uniqueID = '';
  for (let i = 0; i < domainList.length; i++) {
    ifIfExists = await document.
      hasTrustToken('https://${domainList[i]}');
    if (ifIfExists) {
      uniqueID += '1';
    } else {
      uniqueID += '0';
    }
  return uniqueID;
}
```

Listing 3: Example read and write methods used to evaluate the Private Token API with CanITrack.

Google’s dominant positioning, coverage and power within the web ecosystem, as well as Chrome’s prevalence among browsers, this initiative can have severe and long-lasting privacy implications. As such, our exploration of browser mechanisms that can be misused for tracking also includes two of the main components of Google’s Privacy Sandbox, the Private State Token API and the FLEDGE API, that have been rolled out and are currently supported by certain major browsers.

Private State Token API. To allow advertisers to differentiate trusted users from bots when serving ads, Google introduced the Private State Token API (formerly called the Trust Token API) as a cross-origin mechanism for websites to communicate trust within a browser instance [45]. For example, consider a user visiting shopping.com, which embeds Google Ads. During this visit, Google can use its reCAPTCHA mechanism [30] to identify that the user of the current browser instance can be “trusted” as a real user, and can therefore be served advertisements. Google can issue multiple Private State Tokens that are stored within the browser as a way to remember such trust in the future. Following this, if the user visits a different website travel.com which embeds Facebook Ads, before Facebook actually displays an advertisement it can request the browser to provide a Private State Token from Google, if one exists. It can then send this token to Google, and redeem it. This way, Facebook can learn that Google has already verified the user, and serve advertisements without needing to perform such verification again.

The Private State Token API uses the Privacy Pass protocol [43] as an underlying cryptographic primitive, which ensures that tokens are unlinkable (i.e., when Facebook redeems a token Google does not learn which exact browser instance the token belongs to). A service using the Private State Token API additionally needs to set up TLS-based cryptographic functions on its end and advertise its public key commitments at a Well-Known URI [52]. Google has also placed additional limits on the number of tokens each website can redeem, allowing only 2 calls to be made per top-level browsing context, in order to prevent malicious actors from exhausting all tokens [35].
TABLE I: Overview of the diverse browser-mechanism setups that CanITrack supports. ● denotes a requirement for a browser mechanism, ○ denotes partial requirements for browser mechanisms. Specific to the Routing Setup, rows that include multiple ● can be evaluated with any one such setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>DOM Interaction</th>
<th>Web API</th>
<th>Network Requests</th>
<th>File Resources</th>
<th>HTTP Headers</th>
<th>Server Configuration</th>
<th>Command-line Flags</th>
<th>Routing Setup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cookies</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Storage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndexedDB</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Storage</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StyleSheet Cache</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font Cache</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Cache</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP Disk Cache</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favicon Cache</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Worker Variable Scope</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Worker Cache</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt-Svc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSTS</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP Auth</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORS Preflight</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accept-CH</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEL</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filesystem API</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebSQL</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEDGE API</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private State Token API</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite restrictions, the API is fundamentally a cross-origin communication mechanism, made especially easy by having each token associated with an origin. Google also included document.hasTrustToken(<origin>), a client-side API call that can be used to query the existence of a 3P token, without the intricacies of the cryptographic operations put in place by the Privacy Pass protocol for redeeming private state tokens. This creates a mechanism for writing and reading a unique identifier, based on a unique set of origins, to be used as a tracking vector. Listing 3 shows an example implementation of the read() and write() mechanisms.

Writing an identifier using the Private State Token API. A private state token can be issued by adding an attribute including

Google has placed a few privacy-focused restrictions on the FLEDGE API. Each browser instance regularly queries two advertiser-controlled endpoints within an interest group: the dailyUpdateURL used by advertisers for periodically updating interest group information en masse, and the renderingURL from where the browser fetches an individual advertisement. The API restricts the use of these two components by requiring that the same endpoints be observed by at least 100 other browser instances. No such restriction exists on the entire Ad Interest Group. Additionally, an ad auction that results in a winning bid is returned as an opaque source (example: urn:uuid:c3697...), a value that can only be deciphered by a new, sandboxed, HTML Element called Fenced Frames [23]. However, the API allows any origin to have the browser join Ad Interest Groups, including 3P iframes with a Permissions-Policy directive [13]. Moreover, ad auctions can be run with a single buyer bidding for the advertising space. While a successful auction returns an opaque source to the seller, an auction that ends without a winner returns a NULL value. The FLEDGE API Explainer itself points out that “this non-opaque return value leaks one bit of information to the surrounding page” [24]. Listing 4 shows an example implementation of the corresponding read() and write() mechanisms.

Writing an identifier using the FLEDGE API. A browser can be added to an Ad Interest Group by passing the interest group object as an argument to navigator.joinAdInterestGroup(). If a 3P element like an iframe makes the API call it requires a Permissions-Policy directive of “join-ad-interest-group”. In order to set a 32-bit identifier, up to 32 origins will make API calls (i.e., all origins corresponding to a value of “1” in the identifier), adding the browser to at least one Ad Interest Group from each origin.
In this section we evaluate CanITrack, and identify browser mechanisms that can be misused as tracking vectors. We choose 126 versions of seven major browsers (see Table II) as a representative sample of the browser ecosystem over a 2-year period, during which browsers deployed a series of countermeasures (including redesigning their origin-partitioning architectures). We present our findings for six of the tested architectures. We present our findings for six of the tested architectures.

Listing 4: Example read and write methods used to evaluate the FLEDGE API with CanTrack.

```javascript
write (uniqueID, domainList) {
    for (let i = 0; i < domainList.length; i++) {
        if (uniqueID[i] == '!') {
            let iframe = document.createElement('iframe');
            iframe.src = 'https://$\{domainList[i]\}';
            /* Within each iframe:*/
            navigator.joinAdInterestGroup({
                owner: 'https://$\{domainList[i]\}'
            }, 3600*24*30)
            /* */
            let body = document.getElementById('body');
            body.appendChild(iframe);
        }
    }
    return uniqueID;
}

read (domainList) {
    uniqueID = '';
    for (let i = 0; i < domainList.length; i++) {
        adAuctionResult = await navigator.runAdAuction({
            interestGroupBuyers: ['https://$\{domainList[i]\}']
        }, 3600*24*30)
        if (adAuctionResult == null) {
            uniqueID += '0';
        } else {
            uniqueID += '1';
        }
    }
    return uniqueID;
}
```

**Reading the identifier.** A site can run multiple ad auctions on a single page visit by making calls to navigator.runAdAuction(). Each auction can involve a single buyer. If a buyer can access their respective Ad Interest Group from the browser, they can use it to bid in an auction which will return an opaque source. If they find no such Ad Interest Group, the bid can end without a winner and return a NULL value. The results from 32 such auctions can be used to reconstruct a 32-bit identifier. While no restrictions are currently in place for the number of calls to navigator.runAdAuction(), Google is experimentally evaluating an 8-auction limit per page visit, behind an additional flag [20]. If this limit were to be turned on by default, reading a 32-bit identifier would require either 4 redirections or 4 page reloads, which would marginally increase the effort required for using this tracking vector.

**CORS Preflight Cache.** When websites request resources from an origin other than the top-level browsing context (referred to as Cross Origin Resource Sharing or CORS), browsers can issue so-called “preflight” requests, if they determine that these requests may be sensitive (e.g. AJAX requests with custom HTTP headers). These requests use the OPTIONS method and are used to ask for permission from the 3P server, before they send the actual request that the cross-origin site intended. If the server responds with the appropriate permission headers, the full cross-origin request can be fired. This is an effective defense against CSRF attacks and prevents unauthorized requests from causing side-effects on the server [70]. All major browsers cache the preflight requests for cross origin resources for performance reasons, thus matching our description of a potential tracking mechanism. However, we note that while other mechanisms described in this section have extended lifetimes, the CORS Preflight Cache is shortlived, and only persists for 24 hours on Firefox and 2 hours on Chrome [15].

**Writing an identifier using CORS Preflight Cache.** Every time a cross-origin resource is requested, the browser fires an OPTIONS request to the server. The response of this OPTIONS request will be cached for future requests for the same resource. In order to write a 32-bit identifier, the client-side code can generate a bitmap representing the identifier to be written, and assign a single cross-origin resource for each bit in the bitmap. Subsequently, the client will issue cross origin requests corresponding to the appropriate bit in the identifier. This will result in the identifier being encoded in the browser’s preflight cache and available for later use.

**Reading the identifier.** In order to read a previously stored identifier, the client will re-generate the same bitmap that was created in the write phase. Then, the client will issue preflight requests for each of the 32 resources mapped to the bits of the identifier. Meanwhile the server maintains a set of resources for which it receives an OPTIONS request, which indicates that the preflight cache was cold for those. These resources correspond to the 0 bits of the identifier, and are used for re-constructing the previously written identifier.

**Client Hint Headers.** To optimise content delivery based on device and network characteristics, Chromium-based browsers support client hints, wherein the browser includes information about the client along with the HTTP requests (sent in the form of HTTP headers). The Accept-CH header in a HTTP response allows the server to request specific client hint headers from the browser. For instance, the Accept-CH: Viewport-Width response header directs the browser to supply the width of the client viewport in the Viewport-Width header on subsequent requests.

**Writing an identifier using Client Hint Headers.** The value of the Accept-CH response header is stored in the browser for future requests, and hence can be used for storing an identifier. Upon receiving a request the server generates a bitmap of the identifier which needs to be written, and maps a single client hint to each bit of the identifier. Now, the server populates the Accept-CH header only with client hints for which the bit value is 1, and responds to the client. The client stores this Accept-CH directive for future requests, which can be used to reconstruct the identifier.

**Reading the identifier.** The server can retrieve an existing identifier by reading the client hint headers that were sent to it along with a request. The server re-generates the mapping of bit positions and client hints that were used and checks which client hints were sent in the requests. These correspond to the identifier-bits set to 1 allowing the server to reconstruct the identifier that was written.

**IV. Evaluation**

In this section we evaluate CanITrack, and identify browser mechanisms that can be misused as tracking vectors. We choose 126 versions of seven major browsers (see Table II) as a representative sample of the browser ecosystem over a 2-year period, during which browsers deployed a series of countermeasures (including redesigning their origin-partitioning architectures). We present our findings for six of the tested mechanisms.
TABLE II: Statistics about browsers tested using CanITrack.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Versions</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Market Share</th>
<th>Tested Mechanisms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brave</td>
<td>1.3-1.15</td>
<td>02/2020 - 04/2022</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.17-1.37</td>
<td>02/2020 - 04/2022</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>20 (v80 - v100)</td>
<td>02/2020 - 04/2022</td>
<td>67.17%</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge</td>
<td>20 (v80 - v100)</td>
<td>02/2020 - 04/2022</td>
<td>9.14%</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>20 (v80 - v99)</td>
<td>08/2020 - 04/2022</td>
<td>7.87%</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera</td>
<td>20 (v67 - v86)</td>
<td>02/2020 - 04/2022</td>
<td>2.89%</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari</td>
<td>4 (v12.1.2 - v15.4)</td>
<td>07/2019 - 04/2022</td>
<td>9.63%</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tor</td>
<td>22 (v9.0 - v11.0.10)</td>
<td>10/2019 - 04/2022</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Version Introduced</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acceptor-CH</td>
<td>Chrome(46), Edge(79), Opera(33)</td>
<td>Enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEDGE</td>
<td>Chrome(91), Edge(91), Opera(77)</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File System API</td>
<td>Chrome(13), Edge(79), Opera(20), Brave(0.57)</td>
<td>Enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Error Log</td>
<td>Chrome(71), Edge(79), Opera(58)</td>
<td>Enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Static Token API</td>
<td>Chrome(84), Edge(84), Opera(70)</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebSQL</td>
<td>Chrome(4), Edge(79), Opera(10.5), Brave(0.57)</td>
<td>Deprecated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Number of browser mechanisms that can be used for 1P tracking across different scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Versions</th>
<th>Number of Vulnerable Mechanisms</th>
<th>1P Top-level</th>
<th>Site-wide</th>
<th>1P IFrame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brave</td>
<td>1.3-1.15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.17-1.37</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>80-83</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>84-90</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91-100</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge</td>
<td>80-83</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>84-90</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91-100</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>80-100</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera</td>
<td>67-69</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70-76</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>77-88</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari</td>
<td>12-15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2: Browser mechanisms that can be used as 3P tracking vectors. A breakdown is provided in Table V.

Non-standard or deprecated mechanisms. We also observe that Chromium-based browsers have adopted non-standard APIs and extended support for deprecated APIs long after the plans for deprecation were made public, as detailed in Table IV. Google Chrome still supports WebSQL and the legacy version of the File System API (via window.webkitRequestFileSystem()) despite both APIs being deprecated for over 3 years [39, 53]. Support for such APIs can be observed across the Chromium-based browser family (including Brave, Edge and Opera) expanding the viability of its use for tracking to users of those browsers as well. An additional example is Network Error Logging [41], which uses an older version of the Reporting API [42]. While browsers like Firefox hide the API behind flags [31], Chrome enabled support for the now-deprecated mechanism by default in 2018, and continues to support its use in the latest version [66]. While Brave blocks use of the header by default due to its potential for misuse, other popular Chromium-based browsers (e.g., Edge, Opera) do not include such restrictions. Mechanisms made available using Google’s Privacy Sandbox, as described in §III, remain unadopted by other major browsers like Firefox and Safari. While Brave blocks access, Edge and Opera support them, thus increasing the number of users affected by the tracking vectors that these protocols enable.

The curious case of Safari. While Chromium-based browsers are affected by the adoption of non-standard mechanisms, Safari takes a conservative approach even in its implementation of standard browser mechanisms. Safari has added support for HTTP/3 as an experimental feature in its Technology Preview Version [26], but does not support upgrades from HTTP/1.1 to HTTP/3 based on the Alt-Svc header - a mechanism adopted by all of the other browsers that we evaluated [26, 27]. While this protects the browser from tracking vectors enabled by this feature, websites have to advertise all supported protocols, including HTTP/3, by editing their DNS entries, which would result in only one of the protocols being used from the first visit itself, instead of a future upgrade to a dynamically alterable domain or port [7, 51]. Moreover, Safari mitigates HSTS-based tracking by limiting upgrades in HSTS State to the entire site (eTLD+1), therefore reducing the number of bits that can be set for every site to one. By additionally restricting such state upgrades to 1P links, they prevent trackers from abusing this mechanism [50]. Safari also identifies cross-site top-frame redirects, and classifies it as bounce tracking, further reducing the feasibility of creating an identifier across 32 sites in a redirection chain [6].

3P Tracking. CanITrack also assesses access to each tested browser mechanism in three different 3P contexts, as explained...
in §II. Browsers that allow cross-site access offer the same view of the mechanism’s state to all domains visited by the same browser instance. This form of global access allows malicious or invasive actors to track users across multiple browsing contexts without needing to be the 1P top-level context when reading or writing an identifier. As can be seen in Figure 2, CanITrack reveals that in the past two years all major browsers have allowed such unrestricted, cross-site access to at least one of the evaluated browser mechanisms. Interestingly, we observe that for certain mechanisms browsers realize the possibility of misuse and subsequently isolate these mechanisms to the domain that accessed them. Moreover they do so using different approaches, shown in Table V, further highlighting the requirement for testing the additional contexts included in CanITrack’s 3P tracking test suite.

**Partitioning Key.** Browsers add a key to each entry associated with a browsing mechanism. This key includes the URL of each resource associated with the mechanism, in addition to the context that made such an entry in the browser. The context considered for the key varies across browsers. For instance, consider the version updates observed in January 2021 for Firefox (v85) and Chrome (v87), as shown in Figure 2. Both browsers identified potential 3P tracking issues in prior versions, enabled by making the same view of the Stylesheet Cache, Image Cache, Font Cache, and the HTTP Disk Cache available to all domains. They both chose to key entries to these mechanisms using additional context considered in each request. Chrome used the domain (eTLD+1) of the frame (if the entry was added by an iframe) and the site of the top-level context, in addition to the URL of the resource. For instance, consider that a font available at (font.com/f.tff) was added by an iframe (iframe.com) while embedded in another site (news.com). Starting from v87, Chrome keys each entry in a way that considers the entire context. In our example the key will include news.com, iframe.com, font.com/f.tff.

Firefox, on the other hand, also identified that those mechanisms and two additional ones (Alt-Svc and HSTS) can be misused for tracking. Following an alternative strategy, Firefox chose to key each resource only to the top-level site (eTLD+1) under which such an entry was added to the mechanism. In the same example scenario, Firefox will add the new font with a key that includes news.com, font.com/f.tff, thus ignoring the domain of the iframe under which the request was made. Table V shows that considering a partial view of the context in each key leaves Firefox vulnerable to 3P tracking, albeit in a reduced number of scenarios. We additionally observe that Safari adopts a similar approach to their partitioning of similar browser mechanisms, i.e., Fonts, Stylesheets, Images, and the HTTP Disk Cache.

We observed that Chrome’s adoption of keys for 4 mechanisms (i.e., Fonts, Stylesheets, Images, HTTP Disk Cache) were also inherited by Brave. Additionally, Brave partitioned the Alt-Svc header (v1.33, 2022), and restricted the use of the favicon cache (v1.15, 2020), independently of Chrome.

**Inconsistency in domain levels used for partitioning.** While all of the browsers use their own approaches to interpreting the context included in a partitioning key, they additionally vary in their understanding of the level of domains included in such keying. Namely, even though most browsers make cookies available to all subdomains under a site (eTLD+1), they restrict such access for local storage, indexedDB, and cache storage to each subdomain. They adopt similar variations with regard to the resource-based mechanisms explained before, including only the site (eTLD+1) as part of their key. This variation enables the Site-wide Access scenario shown in Table III.

**Restricting Access in 3P Contexts.** Another approach adopted by browsers for certain mechanisms is a blanket restriction of access from 3P contexts. Safari and Brave use this approach for cookies and mechanisms under the Storage API, i.e., local storage, indexedDB, and cache storage. Any accesses made to these mechanisms in a 3P context is considered to be ephemeral. Chrome adopted a similar approach to restrict access to WebSQL in later versions (> = v97). Imposing such restrictions to access overcomes the need for a partitioning key, ensuring that sites only adopt mechanisms for 1P tracking use-cases, and greatly restricts its misuse by malicious actors.

**Firefox’s Total Cookie Protection.** In July 2022, Firefox (> = v103) rolled out a new default tracking protection feature that contains all 3P cookies in a separate “ucookie.jar” for each site (eTLD+1) that they are embedded in [65]. This restriction is the equivalent of a double-keying approach and limits the use of cookies for 3P tracking. Adopting similar defaults for other mechanisms supported by the browser will further protect against tracking misuses.

**Redirections.** For browser mechanisms that are limited in terms of the number of accesses that can be made to their entries with a single page visit, we evaluate them using redirection chains. We test whether browsers impose any restrictions on these chains, and whether depending on the “origins” that comprise these chains (i.e., a list of sites (eTLD+1), subdomains, or ports) results in a different treatment from browsers. In most cases where the mechanism is keyed to the origin of a domain, different subdomains and ports under the same domain (eTLD+1) are considered to be different origins. While a resource accessed for each new subdomain would require the resolution of a new DNS request, resources accessed from different ports of the same site can do so.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Versions</th>
<th>3P Tracking Contexts</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-partition (v1.17)</td>
<td>Post-Partition (v1.19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brave</td>
<td>Pre-Partition (v87)</td>
<td>Post-Partition (v88)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>Pre-Partition (v87)</td>
<td>Post-Partition (v88)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge</td>
<td>Pre-Partition (v87)</td>
<td>Post-Partition (v88)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>Pre-Partition (v84)</td>
<td>Post-Partition (v85)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera</td>
<td>Pre-Partition (v73)</td>
<td>Post-Partition (v74)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari</td>
<td>Pre-Block 3P Cookies (v13)</td>
<td>Post-Block 3P Cookies (v14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V: Breakdown of 3P tracking capabilities.
without the DNS overhead (or the management of additional subdomains). We observed a reduction of 0.8 seconds in the average time taken to perform 16-redirections across a chain of ports to set a 32-bit identifier using the Private State Token API, in comparison to similar redirections that used a chain of subdomains instead.

**Clearing Browser Data.** All of the browsers we evaluate offer users a method to clear browser data, including their history, cached files, and any cookies stored in the browser. CanITrack verified prior reports of incomplete data removal with regard to the favicon cache [74]. We found that the options that were selected by default when Chrome and Brave users accessed the “Clear browsing data” menu from the browser’s settings tab, failed to clear the favicon cache. Older versions of Safari (<=v14), similarly did not clear the favicon cache from either of the user actions that they provided, i.e., the “Clear History” option under the “History” menu and the “Manage Website Data” option under the “Preferences” menu.

**Private mode leaks.** We also verified prior findings about the favicon cache in older versions of Chrome (<=v91) and Safari being available when the user visits a site in private mode [74]. This enabled tracking vectors that re-identified users that had previously visited a service in a regular browsing mode. These checks highlight the need for a completely new, sandboxed profile of all browser mechanism entries upon creating a fresh instance of a private browsing context.

**Tor observations.** The Tor browser, which is based on Firefox, adopts a privacy-focused approach wherein browsing sessions use the private browsing mode by default; when users quit and reopen the browser, any private information linked to the profile (cookies and browsing history) are cleared [68]. As a result of this unique design, the states of the browser mechanisms that we test are linked to the browsing profile and are cleared each time the browser is quit and re-opened. However, the state of 11 mechanisms persists within the same “identity”, i.e. across different visits without the user quitting the browser in between. Of these, 6 mechanisms (Alt-Svc, Font Cache, HTTP Auth, HTTP Disk Cache, Image Cache, and the Stylesheet Cache) are key in a similar manner to Firefox, and can be read by different 3P iframes under the same site. Unlike Firefox, Tor doesn’t provide a menu to manage and clear browser data. Instead, it provides an equivalent “new identity” button, which clears all cookies and browsing history in addition to using new Tor Circuits for future connections [1]. While this feature works in a similar manner to quitting and re-opening the browser (i.e. it clears the states of all tested mechanisms) CanITrack found that the CORS Preflight Cache remains uncleared until the browser has been quit. Users can therefore be tracked in Tor despite adopting a “new identity”, until they quit the browser.

**Performance measurements.** Apart from the feasibility experiments, we use CanITrack to evaluate the practicality of these tracking vectors in terms of performance. We deployed a lightweight Express.js [22] web server on a Quad Core machine with 16GB of RAM. We placed our VM in the same city as the devices used during our evaluation. We leveraged a Puppeteer [29] script to orchestrate visits to our web server, and recorded the time it took to read and write a 32-bit identifier. We limit this experiment to the four browser mechanisms that we are the first to demonstrate as tracking vectors, and average the timing information from 100 separate tests in each scenario. Figure 3 shows that three of the mechanisms are extremely efficient as writing or reading a 32-bit identifier requires only 200-900 milliseconds. As can be seen in Figure 4, the Private State Token API introduce additional overhead due to their reliance on redirections, along with its specific implementation [14] of the cryptographic primitives included in the underlying Privacy Pass protocol [43]. Nonetheless, while the one-time cost of writing a 32-bit identifier requires three seconds, reading the identifier only takes about one second. Importantly, this can be further optimized by leveraging immutable fingerprints as a source of identifier entropy [74].

**Additional notable findings.** During our evaluation, CanITrack unearthed new tracking vulnerabilities and capabilities in the latest versions of evaluated browsers. These vulnerabilities are additional to the four novel tracking vectors (see §III).

**Unpartitioned Alt-Svc in Chromium Browsers.** Using the Alt-Svc header to track users across websites was previously reported by Tiwari et al. [79] in 2019. Following this work, Chrome imposed restrictions on using Alt-Svc headers for upgrading requests to use HTTP/3, requiring that such servers exist in parallel with an HTTP/1.1 or HTTP/2 server. They imposed additional restrictions on the ports that can be used by these parallel servers, requiring that they both be served either on ports < 1024 or on ports >= 1024. They also require that servers have TLS certificates signed by a Certificate Authority already in Chrome’s list of trusted CAs [63].

CanITrack’s testing pipeline revealed that despite these restrictions the latest version of Chrome (v103) keeps the Alt-Svc cache unpartitioned. With support for HTTP/3 being enabled on Chrome by default since v87, the browser reads any HTTP response that returns a valid Alt-Svc Header and upgrades future requests to use the HTTP/3 protocol. This behavior allows malicious actors to write an identifier in any context within a regular browsing session, and any other malicious actor to read the same identifier in a different context during future visits, obviating the need to rely on redirections or insecure contexts. Finally, we observed that while Brave used a partitioning key for its Alt-Svc entries, no such partitioning existed for other Chromium-based browsers, including Edge and Opera.

**CORS Preflight in Private Browsing.** Prior to including appropriate tests in CanITrack, we found that cached CORS Preflight responses for cross-origin resources were leaked between subsequent private browsing sessions in Firefox. If the mechanism was used to store an identifier during a visit in private browsing mode, this identifier would persist even if the private window was closed and another one was opened at a later time. We reported our findings to Firefox, which led...
to this vulnerability being patched. We then designed a test to evaluate the behavior of mechanisms within private browsing sessions, and included it in the test suite offered by CanITrack.

**CORS Preflight Cache following Clearing Browser Data.** During our evaluation, CanITrack reported that tracking identifiers persisted despite user-initiated clearing of browser data on the latest versions of Chrome, Safari, and Tor. Upon further inspection, we found that user-initiated data clearing, in the context of preflight responses, does not take effect until the browser is completely closed. We observed similar behavior in Brave, Edge, and Opera as well. Browsers failing to clear the CORS-Preflight cache will result in the vector persisting until its expiration, despite the user requesting their removal.

**Favicon as a Global Cache.** While evaluating the latest versions of Chrome and Safari, CanITrack revealed that cross-site favicon links could be used to write and read identifiers. This flaw was also inherited by Edge and Opera, whereas Brave correctly partitions this mechanism. While previous work [74] demonstrated how favicons can be misused for tracking, that work did not identify or report the feasibility of cross-origin requests, and focused on same-origin tracking. We note that despite the disclosure of that attack, the ability to misuse favicons for tracking remains. More importantly, our system revealed that browsers allow cross-site favicon links and serve them to all sites from the same cache. The lack of any partitioning key results in favicons becoming a cross-origin vector, which we leverage for developing a novel history sniffing attack that we describe below.

**Favicon Leaking into Private Browsing Mode.** CanITrack reported that while Safari cleared favicons on UI-triggered actions in Safari v15, the browser continued to serve favicons from the cache when a user visited domains while using the private browsing mode. This indicates an incomplete fix of previously reported bugs.

**History Sniffing using Favicons.** Here, we describe a novel history sniffing attack that we designed following our experimental findings from CanITrack’s testing of the latest versions of major browsers. Browsers request favicons for a website based on the `href` attribute of the `link` element included in the returned page. The attribute can point to any 3P URL or path indicated in the element. If the browser finds an existing entry for the favicon in its cache, it does not trigger a network request, instead fetching a cached copy of the previously requested favicon. The Performance API [28], which is available in most major browsers, provides information about network requests triggered to fetch resources. The entries returned by calls to this API include information about a request for the favicon only if a network request was made. If the favicon was accessed from the cache, no such entry will be found. Once CanITrack revealed that entries to the favicon cache were shared across websites, we gathered links to favicons of popular websites which we then visited. We observed that adding these 3P links in the `href` attribute of our test page caused the browser to fetch these favicons from the cache, and no corresponding entry was found in the list returned by the Performance API. We then developed two versions of a history sniffer.

**Chromium Version.** Chrome allows websites to dynamically change the favicons associated with a page by modifying the `link` element included in the DOM’s head. We leveraged this feature to traverse a list of favicons gathered from popular websites, and added it to an attack page under our control. When a user visits our page after having previously visited any of the websites on the list, the attack page dynamically changes the `link` element associated with its favicon, as it traverses the list of targeted websites (i.e., the list of websites that we want to cross reference with the user’s browsing history). The page includes a small (~100ms) wait between each update to ensure that a network request or a cache fetch is triggered. The page then calls the Performance API and traverses the list of resource requests returned by the API. Any favicon link that is not included in the returned list indicates a domain that the user has visited in the past. Moreover, the attack page can then associate a new favicon, under its own control, with its page. This helps “purge” tested 3P favicons from being associated with it in the browser’s cache, thus ensuring that the attack can be re-run in future visits. Since the described attack makes use of dynamically changing favicons within the same page, this attack, unlike prior favicon-based attacks [74], does not incur the additional performance overhead added by redirections. A demo of the attack can be found here [80].

**Safari Version.** Unlike Chrome, Safari does not allow dynamic changes to the favicon associated with a page. As such, we develop a redirection chain, with each page in the chain requesting a single 3P favicon before querying the Performance API, and moving on to the next page. This history sniffing attack then reconstructs the user’s history based on the values observed across multiple page visits. The attack works on the first visit to a page in regular browsing mode, after which Safari adds sniffed favicons to the cache. While the attack in Safari is not as stealthy, the privacy threat is exacerbated by Safari using the same cache from regular browsing sessions in the private browsing mode. Moreover, since favicon entries are not added to the cache when in the private browsing mode (i.e., the site can read but not write), this attack can be repeated each time a user visits the attack page in a new private browsing session. A demo of the attack can be found here [81].

**Vulnerabilities across Chromium browsers.** A large number of browser vendors rely on the underlying Chromium engine [82] for their functionality, including the implementation of the mechanisms that we evaluated. Vulnerabilities resulting from these implementations can be inherited by these browsers, exacerbating the effect of any privacy-sensitive flaw. For each vulnerability found during our evaluation of Google Chrome, we further evaluated their viability in Microsoft Edge and Opera, two popular Chromium-based browsers. All of the vulnerabilities described in this section, including the
newly-evaluated browser mechanisms, affected those browsers as well. While Brave blocked access to Google’s Privacy Sandbox, its latest version was vulnerable to an oversight in the clearing of the CORS-Preflight Cache. Additionally, Brave does not block inherited implementations of non-standard APIs like WebSQL and the legacy version of the File System API, both of which can be used as 1P tracking vectors.

**Summary.** We used CanITrack to evaluate a wide range of emerging and existing browser mechanisms and implementations across numerous versions over a two-year period. Our system unearthed novel vulnerabilities in the latest versions of all major browsers and guided the design of two versions of a new history sniffing attack. Moreover, CanITrack allowed us to confirm prior findings and also quantify the impact storage isolations and anti-tracking countermeasures deployed by browser vendors.

### V. Discussion

**Ethics and disclosure.** We note that no users were affected by our experiments, all of which were conducted using our own devices or cloud-based virtual machines. Furthermore, we disclosed the individual tracking vectors uncovered by our system to all of the affected browsers. Importantly, due to the extensive public discourse around Google’s Privacy Sandbox initiative and the long term ramifications for the web ecosystem that would result from a wider adoption, we preemptively notified major browsers (i.e., Safari, Firefox, Brave) that do not currently support the mechanisms we evaluated (i.e., Private State Tokens and FLEDGE) about our findings. This will allow them to make a more informed decision moving forward about supporting these mechanisms. In total, we have submitted 20 bug reports to seven browser vendors. We present a summary of our disclosures and their latest status (January 2023) in Table VI.

**CanITrack release and use cases.** We developed our framework to be modular and extensible so as to allow other researchers to incorporate additional features and capabilities for exercising browsers and analyzing their respective functionality. To that end, we have made CanITrack publicly available [34]. Our system can facilitate and streamline the internal testing procedures of browser vendors during the development phase of new browser mechanisms, as well as allow comprehensive and systematic testing of existing features by the research community. Moreover, our framework can be used by researchers for evaluating the effectiveness of anti-tracking defenses they develop against specific types of online tracking.

### VI. Related Work

CanITrack is the first automated system for comprehensively and systematically uncovering tracking vectors. Here, we list relevant studies that advanced our community’s understanding of the tracking ecosystem and motivated our proposed framework’s design.

**Cookie-based Tracking.** Cookies have long been used to track users across sites in both 1P and 3P contexts. The privacy-invasive nature of 3P entities that gather user data through a combination of cookies and other fingerprinting vectors has been measured and reported in prior work by Englehardt and Narayanan [49]. In a similar vein, Acar et al. [36] reported the use of cookie-syncing, where unique IDs were respawned by colluding trackers across different site visits, which helped them merge records of individual users. To mitigate misuse, browsers like Firefox [32] and Safari [83] added protections to limit their access in 3P contexts. Recently, Google released their Privacy Sandbox proposals [25], and announced plans to eventually phase out 3P cookies. Additionally, Dimova et al. [44] showed ways to bypass cookie-oriented restrictions using approaches like CNAME cloaking that help websites embed 3P tracking resources in 1P contexts.

**Cookie-less Tracking.** As anti-tracking defenses that target cookie-based techniques continue to be adopted by browsers, other browser mechanisms have been shown to aid user tracking over the years [67], and various browser fingerprinting techniques [47, 56, 57, 64, 72, 73, 77] have been proposed or deployed in practice. Additionally, researchers have demonstrated how other browsing mechanisms can be misused for tracking. In 2009, Soltani et al. [75] demonstrated the misuse of Flash cookies, while in 2010, Kamkar [55] demonstrated similar misuse of local storage, session storage, and ETags. More recently, mechanisms like HSTS for websites not included in the preload list [50] and the favicon cache [74] have been shown to enable similar tracking. While browsers have partitioned mechanisms when they realized the potential for misuse [12, 18], new vectors, like those presented in our work, can expose users to significant risk as long as they remain undetected or unnoticed. The lack of a structured approach to identifying tracking vectors further amplifies the possibility of privacy-invasive behaviors going unnoticed for a long time. CanITrack aims to reduce this gap, and to offer security researchers and browser vendors a streamlined and comprehensive system for evaluating mechanisms.

**Longitudinal Studies.** Online tracking has been studied at scale [37, 49] and retrospectively [60]. These studies also presented frameworks for detecting the use of known tracking vectors by sites, and measured the extent of tracking in the wild. They further showed the importance of detecting non-cookie-based vectors, given the extent of use by trackers.

### Table VI: Summary of Disclosures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Date Reported</th>
<th>Current Status (as of Jan 2023)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private State Token API</td>
<td>Chrome 11/2021</td>
<td>Engaging in Discussions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edge 11/2021</td>
<td>Waiting on Upstream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opera 11/2021</td>
<td>Waiting on Upstream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEDGE API</td>
<td>Chrome 04/2022</td>
<td>Engaging in Discussions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edge 04/2022</td>
<td>Waiting on Upstream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opera 04/2022</td>
<td>Waiting on Upstream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favico Cache</td>
<td>Chrome 02/2022</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edge 02/2022</td>
<td>Fixed Upstream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opera 02/2022</td>
<td>Fixed Upstream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Safari 04/2022</td>
<td>Working on a Fix</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brave 04/2022</td>
<td>Waiting on Upstream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORS Preflight</td>
<td>Chrome 04/2022</td>
<td>Engaging in Discussions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edge 04/2022</td>
<td>Waiting on Upstream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opera 04/2022</td>
<td>Waiting on Upstream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tor 07/2022</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Safari 04/2022</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt-Svc</td>
<td>Chrome 04/2022</td>
<td>Developed Fix (yet to deploy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edge 04/2022</td>
<td>Waiting on Upstream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opera 04/2022</td>
<td>Waiting on Upstream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Frameworks. Next to frameworks that analyzed tracking across websites, recent work has also suggested systems for evaluating mechanisms that enable cross-site communication [58,71]. More relevant to our work is the recent PrivacyTests project [48]. The service tests and provides a snapshot of the state of known supercookies, blocking of tracking content, and fingerprint resistance measures within the latest versions of browsers. While their evaluation of supercookies is similar to those proposed by CanITrack, they only cover a single aspect of the 1P and 3P tracking tests evaluated by our system (see §II). Our system includes a suite of additional tests that capture tracking vectors across multiple 1P and 3P contexts, and further evaluate the composition of a partitioning key associated with a mechanism. Our system also supports the evaluation of vectors that can benefit from redirection chains, and verifies the possibility of optimizing tracking vectors by replacing the use of subdomains with ports. Additionally, our system uncovers leaks into, from, and within private browsing modes, and assesses the effects of clearing browser data. These tests help determine the extent to which each mechanism provides tracking capabilities, and the limits of tracking use that each browser permits. The systematic approach used by our framework makes it easy to test a plethora of browser mechanisms with various configuration requirements, including the flexibility to handle network requests, host resources, customize HTTP headers, and set up parallel servers on different ports (see Table I). Finally, CanITrack can be used in the evaluation of new, unreleased, experimental features hidden behind command-line flags.

Overall, the motivation behind our work was recognizing the need for a structured and comprehensive methodology and system for assisting developers and researchers in uncovering the tracking risk introduced by browser mechanisms. To address that gap we developed CanITrack, and demonstrated its capabilities by analyzing a multitude of heterogeneous mechanisms. In fact, our system was able to identify the privacy threat introduced by four mechanisms that have not been previously analyzed (including two high profile proposals from Google’s Privacy Sandbox) and unearth previously undiscovered bugs in existing mechanisms.

VII. CONCLUSION

With the web playing a pivotal role in some of our most private and sensitive moments, ensuring the privacy of our online activities has become a matter of paramount importance. This complex ecosystem is driven by the ever-evolving set of browsers that mediate our online actions and communications. As more features get incorporated, systematically testing the privacy risk introduced by new mechanisms has become a daunting task. To facilitate and streamline research around online tracking we have developed CanITrack, a mechanism-agnostic framework that comprehensively assesses whether a browser mechanism can be misused for tracking purposes under different scenarios. To demonstrate the utility of our system, we presented an extensive evaluation of 21 browser mechanisms, including four that to the best of our knowledge have never been analyzed before. Our experiments uncovered a wide range of flaws, with the latest version of every browser we tested being vulnerable to at least one tracking technique. Overall our findings highlight the importance of employing principled and comprehensive browser-auditing strategies for detecting and tackling the severe privacy threats that users face, and we believe that our system addresses a significant gap that currently exists.
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In Table VII, we provide descriptions of the write() and read() actions for each evaluated mechanism. The descriptions offer further insight into the unique quirks of each approach, reframing accesses to these mechanisms as reading and writing methods.

Example implementation of a browser mechanism in CanITrack. We use the Image Cache as an example browser mechanism to illustrate the testing process using CanITrack. This example also provides an estimate of the workload required to add a new browser mechanism for testing with CanITrack.

When a webpage makes a request for an image resource, the browser caches the returned image based on the Cache-Control header included in the response object. This mechanism requires three components in order to be tested using CanITrack.

1) File Resource. The user provides an image file as a resource, whose path is accessible to the Web Server.

2) Network Requests. The user handles two paths relevant to the browser mechanism on the Web Server:
   - **Image Request.** To be responded with the image file. If the request is received from the write() method, the response should include a Cache-Control header to ensure that the browser stores the image. If the request is received from the read() method, a global object should be updated to record the number of requests that were seen for the requesting domain.
   - **Number of Accesses.** To be responded with the number of times a request for the image was received from each requested domain.

3) **write() and read() methods.** These JavaScript methods will be called by various test scripts on the client-side.
   - **write():** This method receives a unique, 32-bit identifier, and a list of domains. For every bit of the identifier that is equal to ‘1’, it requests an image from the corresponding domain.
   - **read():** This method receives a list of domains as an input. It requests an image from each of the 32 domains. It then requests the server to respond with the number of requests that had been sent over the network for each domain. If the image for a domain was served from the cache, the server wouldn’t have observed any request for the corresponding domain (i.e., bit 1). All other domains correspond to bit 0 values.

### Listing 6: Sample Read and Write Methods for Image Cache.

```javascript
write (uniqueID, domainList) {
  for (let i = 0; i < domainList.length; i++) {
    if(uniqueID[i] == '1') {
      let image = document.createElement("img");
      image.src = 'https://${domainList[i]}/image';
      document.body.appendChild(image);}}
}
read (domainList) {
  let uniqueID = '1';
  for (let i = 0; i < domainList.length; i++) {
    // Request the image
    let image = document.createElement("img");
    image.src = 'https://${domainList[i]}/image';
    document.body.appendChild(image);
    // Check if image was fetched from the server
    let response = await fetch('https://${domainList[i]}/accesses');
    uniqueID += (await response.text()).trim();
  }
  return uniqueID;
}
```

CanITrack’s framework then places and invokes the write() and read() mechanisms in different first- and third-party contexts. Since those two methods interact with the mechanism-specific server-side requests and file resource, the additional workload for the user includes handling those requests and providing the resource.
TABLE VII: Overview of the caching mechanisms evaluated by CanITrack. Novel tracking vectors are indicated by ★.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API</th>
<th>Write Mechanism</th>
<th>Read Mechanism</th>
<th>Bits/Page</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cookies</td>
<td>Write the identifier using the <code>document.cookie</code> API</td>
<td>Look at entries in the <code>document.cookie</code> API</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Storage API:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Storage</td>
<td>Call <code>localStorage.setItem()</code></td>
<td>Call <code>localStorage.getItem()</code></td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndexedDB</td>
<td>Create a new Database and Object Store. Write the identifier to the Object Store.</td>
<td>Read the identifier from the same Object Store.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Storage</td>
<td>Add identifier to URL path and cache the request using the client-side API.</td>
<td>Access entries from the cache API.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>File-based Mechanisms:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS Cache</td>
<td>Create a new link element for a stylesheet. The server responds with a 'Cache-Control' header.</td>
<td>Request stylesheets from the server. Requests not observed at the server were served from the cache.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font Cache</td>
<td>Add a new webfont and apply it to an HTML element. The server responds with a 'Cache-Control' header.</td>
<td>Apply the same webfont to an HTML element. The server observes requests for fonts that were not served from the cache.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Cache</td>
<td>Create a new img element, set the <code>src</code>, and add it to the DOM. The server responds with a 'Cache-Control' header.</td>
<td>Create a new img element, set the same <code>src</code>, and add it to the DOM. The server observes requests for images that were not served from the cache.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP Disk Cache</td>
<td>Create a new Fetch or XHR request for any resource. The server responds with a 'Cache-Control' header.</td>
<td>Send the same Fetch or XHR request. The server observes requests that were not served from the cache.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favicon Cache</td>
<td>The browser requests a favicon based on the link element. The server responds with a 'Cache-Control' header.</td>
<td>Revisit the same page. The server observes a request for favicons that were not served from the cache.</td>
<td>1 [74]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service Workers:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Scope</td>
<td>Register a new service worker with is scope set to '/' and set a value in a variable.</td>
<td>Access the service worker and read back the value stored in the previously defined variable.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>Register a new service worker with is scope set to '/' and add a cache entry that requests the server for a 32-bit identifier.</td>
<td>Create a fetch request that is intercepted by the service worker, and the identifier stored in the cache entry is returned.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HTTP Headers and Network Config-based Mechanisms:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt-Svc</td>
<td>Send a network request for a domain. The server includes an Alt-Svc header in each response, indicating the availability of HTTP/2 and HTTP/3 services.</td>
<td>Create the same network request. HTTP/2 or HTTP/3 requests observed at the server indicate entries in the Alt-Svc cache.</td>
<td>32 [79]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSTS</td>
<td>Send a new HTTP request. The server upgrades the requests to HTTPS.</td>
<td>Resend the same HTTP requests. The browser upgrades the request to HTTPS.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>[78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP Auth</td>
<td>Send a network request including credentials in the 'Authorization' header.</td>
<td>Send the same requests without providing credentials. The browser adds the 'Authorization' header from cache.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORS Preflight</td>
<td>Send a cross-origin request. The browser sends a preflight request before the actual request.</td>
<td>Send the same cross-origin request. The browser observes an existing preflight in the cache and does not send an OPTIONS request.</td>
<td>32 ★</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accept-CH</td>
<td>The server includes client hint values in the 'Accept-CH' response header.</td>
<td>The server observes client hints added by the browser on future requests.</td>
<td>5 ★</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEL</td>
<td>The server includes a reporting URL in the 'NEL' and 'Report-To' Headers.</td>
<td>The server receives reports from the browser at the reporting URL.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chromium-specific Mechanisms:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File System</td>
<td>Call the 'window.webkitRequestFileSystem'. Create a new Directory and store the identifier in a new file.</td>
<td>Call the 'window.webkitRequestFileSystem'. Access the previously created directory and file. Return the identifier.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebSQL</td>
<td>Access the DB using 'window.openDatabase'. Use SQL commands to create a new table and insert the identifier into a row.</td>
<td>Access the DB and run a 'SELECT' query to read the identifier.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEDGE API</td>
<td>Add the browser to an interest group, whose owner is a specific domain.</td>
<td>Run an auction, with a single domain as the buyer. If the auction is successful, the browser has an interest group belonging to the domain.</td>
<td>8 ★</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private State Token API</td>
<td>Create a new fetch request, and issue a token from a domain.</td>
<td>Call the 'document.hasTrustToken()' API to check if a token exists from the domain.</td>
<td>2 ★</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>